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1. This is an adjudication officer' appeal, brought by leave of the chai~an
of the social security appeal tribunal, against a decision of that tribunal
dated 17 August 1984 which reversed a decision of the adjudication office
issued on 1 Ilay 1984. Our decision is that prescribed disease No A10
(occupational deafness) is prescribed in relation to the claimant.. Accordingly,
we direct the adjudication officer to refer the diagnosis question to the
adjudicating medical authority ~

2. We held an oral hearing of the appeal. The adjudication officer was ably
represent,ed by IIr P N IIilledge, of the Solicitor's Office of the Department
of Health and Social Security. The claimant appeared and presented his own
case. As will appear below, however, the crucial issues turned upon somewinat
technical arguments in law. To these, naturally, the claimant neither cou1d
nor attempted to make any contribution. He was in no way prejudiced thereby,
however. The assistance of an amicus curiae had been requested. We express
our appreciation of the good offices of the Lord Advocate and the Scottish
Office which ensured that we enjoyed the assistance of Iirs Paton of Counsel.
IIrs Paton skilfully and a.tractively deployed every argument which could
reasonably be advanced upon the claimant' behalf. In so doing, she in no way
compromised her impartiality as amicus. The adjudication officer's case was
fully canvassed by Iir I'iilledge. It was in respect of the other side of the
coin that we required, ard received, lirs Paton's assistance. We are grateful
to her.

For practical purposes the essential facts are not in dispute. The claimant
is now aged. 62. From 19)9 to 1965 (apart from war service) he was employed as
a plater by a well-known company ~ of marine engineers. In that occupation he
regularly used pneumatic percussive tools on metal. There is no doubt that in
respect of the whole of that period prescribed disease No A10 is (as its
predecessor, No 48, was) prescribed in relation to him.

4. In I<arch 1965, however, the claimant was appointed to the staff position
of fabrication planner —and he remained so employed until '26 August 198$. Until
1982 his operational base was a hardboard hut situated within his

employers'ight

engine shop. It was his duty to allocate work on the shop floor; to tell
the workmen exactly what had to be done; to ersure that each job was completed
on time; and to arrange the dispatch of the finished products. He was answe™~
able to the production controller. In consequence, he was required to be well



\'

~

acquainted with the preci"e progress of all fabrications under way in the shop.
s is obvious from the foregoing, he could not properly discharge his duties

by sitting all day in his hut. He had to make regular — and. often prolonged—
tours of the shop iloor. In addition to pneumatic percussive tools, the shop
contained high —speed grinding tools and drop —forging plant.

5. The hut was on a gallery some 12 feet above shop floor level; but, in
horizontal measurement, it was only 2 feet from the fabricating block — in
which pneumatic percussive tools were in constant operation. There was no form
of sound insulation in the hut. In 1982 the claimant's operational base was
changed to a portacabin. The portacabin was on the same level as had been the
hut; but it was a few feet further from the fabricating block. It, too, had
no form of sound insulation. The prevailing noise level was such that, when
members of management came to the hut for discussion with the claimant, the use
of the pneumatic percus"ive tools in the. fabricating block was t'emporarily sus-
pended.

6. The claimant first claimed disablement benefit on account of occupational
deafness on 5 'Jovember 1981. Rt that time the relevant prescriptions were:

"Any occupation involving:

a) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~(

(b) the use of, or supervision of or assistance in the use, of pneumatic
percussive tools on metal in the shipuuilding or ship repairi'ng indus r'es;
or

(c) the use, or supervision of or assistance in the use, of pneumatic
percussive tools on metal, or for drilling rock in quarries or under-
ground, or in coal-mining, for at least an average of one hour per
working day

At that time, too, regulation 40(2) of the Social Security (Industrial Injuries)
(Prescribed Diseases) Hegulations 1980 [SI 1980 iso )77] prescribed that (unless
the claimant could satisfy various conditions which this claimant could not,
satisfy) disablement benefit should not be paid in pursuance of a claim in
respect of occupational deafness which was made later than 12 months after the
claimant had ceased to be employed in an occupation prescribed in relation to
occupational deafness. In respect of that first claim by the claimant, accor-'-
ingly, the live issue before the adjudicating authorities was whether the
claimant's occupation (from 1965 onwards) as a fabrication planner could be
regarded as employment in a prescribed occupation.

7. To that question the insurance officer gave a negative answer. On the
claimant's appeal, the local tribunal Gave a positive answer. The insurance
officer carried the case to the Commissioner, who restored the decision of the
insurance officer. The Commissioner accepted that the claimant's work as a
fabrication planner involved. the oversight of work carried out by persons using
pneumatic percussive tools on metal; but he could not accept that such work
involved the use, or the supervision of or assistance in the use, of such ools.
With respect, we entirely agree with that conclusion.

I

8. With effect from ) October 198$ the prescriptions which we have set out in
paragraph 6 above were revoked and replaced by the following:

"Any occupation involving:

( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~



(b) the use of, or work wholly or mainly in the immediate vicinityof, pneumatic percussive tools on metal in the shipbuilding or shiprepairing industries; or

(c) the use of, or work in the immediate vicinity of, pneumaticpercussive tools on metal, or for drilling rock in quarries orunderground, or in mining coal, for at least an average of onehour per working day

Pith effect from the same date, regulation 40(2) ( see paragraph 6 above) wassubstituted by a provi ion the effect of which was to increase from one yearto five years the period within which a claim might be brought by a claimantwho had ceased working in an occupation prescribed in relation to occupationaldeafness.

9. On 5 April 198$ the claimant made a further claim for disablement benefiton account of occupational deafness. That is the claim which Gave rise tothese proceedings — and, of course, it falls to be considered in the light ofthe aforesaid amendments. It is to be noted at once, accordingly, that theclaimant will be ab' to satisfy the current provisions of regulation 40(2)if he can show that he worked in an occupation prescribed in relation tooccupational deafness on any day after p April 1979. And the practical effectof that is that the issues in this appeal boil down to the question: Did tneclaimant, whilst working in and from the hut as a fabrication planner, fallwithin one or other (or both) of the prescriptions which we have set out inpara~maph 8 above '?

10. >le take the prescription in subparagraph (c) first because, in the circu...—s I ances of thi s appeal, the applicability of that prescription turns upon apoint of construction only —and involves no dispute either as to the facts oras to the inferences to be drawn from the facts.
11. I'Ir Iiilledge very freely (and, in our view, very properly) conceded that,if the prescription in subparagraph (c) can be invoked by claimants who areemployed in the shipbuilding or ship repairing industries, then this claimantfalls within tnat prescription. For at least an average of one hour per wo=kingday he was, when working in and from the hut as a fabrication planner, in theimmediate vicinity of pneumatic tools which were being used on metal. (IJe haveinserted the word "used" into our paraphrase in order to render that paraphrasereadily intelligible. As was pointed out by the Commissioner in paragraph 11of Decision R(I)2/85, the wording of the prescription is not grammatical; buit can be construed without making it ~grammatical.)
12. The opening words of the prescription are couched in general terms: "theuse of, or work in the immediate vicinity of, pneumatic percussive tools onmetal...". Why, then, does I'Ir Nilledge submit that it is for considerationwhether they can be successfully invoked by claimants who are employed in theshipbuilding or ship repairing industries ? In the forefront of his argumentis the time-hallowed maxim: generalia specialibus non derogant. The prescrip-tion in subparagraph (b) is specifically and exclusively directed to employeesin the shipbuilding and ship repairing industries. It must be presumed that,so far as pneumatic percussive tools on metal are concerned,'ubpar~mph (b)represents the totality of what such employees can derive from the prescr'ptions.The leGislature cannot have intended the "generality" of subparagraph (c) toderogate from the "speciality" of subparagraph (b) .
13. Into the papers were inserted a number of elderly cases from the EnglishReports — and a very recent case from the Reports of Patent Cases. Tney were



esiGncd to illuminate Lhe; pplication in practice of the aforesaid maxim. Inhe event, however, neither 1Ir Hilledge nor I<rs Paton invited us to look atthose cases. 13ut I'ir Nilledge did cite to us a case which is not referred to inthe papers: >hsmber 20 Cannon Street, Ltd. v Sin("er ~ Fried] ander Ltd [1974j2 AN 577. That case turned upon the Counte -Inflation (7~usine s Ren'.s) Order1972 [SI 1972 1lo 1050j, which formed part of tne legislative package with whichthe then government sought to restrict rises in wa;es, prices, etc. Paragraphof that Order provided as follows:

Rent shall not be payable in respect of the standstill periodat a rate exceeding the "=tandard rate and, where the terms of anytenancy provide for an increase of rent on or after 6 !:ovember 1972,th amount o. that increase shall not be payable in respect of thestandstill period."

("Standard rate"
busines" tenancy
rent iras payable

was defined — in para'ph 2(2) — as bein„=, in the case of a
which was suosis ing on 5 1lovember 1972, the rate a'. which
on that date.)

Paragraph 4 of the Order, however, went on to provide as follows:

3'here a business enancy comes to an end on or aft r 6 ilovember
1972 and the premises are r -let (whether to the previous t nacht ornot) the rate at which rent is pay ole in respect of the standstill
period snail not exceed the st ndard rate, except, to the extent +hat
any such excess is properly attributable to a variation ' the..erms
o the tenancy."

14. Tnose ill-draf+ed provisions are marred oy duplica+'on and self-contradictio ..iegarry J (as he then was) dealt with them .hus:

"The role of para 4 gives rise to considerable discussion. nobody
was able to su=-gest anything that the first, limb prohibited which
the first limb of para ) had not al eady prohibited. Fach of the

— prohibitions was in the same form of providing that rent in respectof the standstill period should not be payable at a rate exceedingthe standard rate, and all that the first 1'mb of para 4 did wasto take the same prohioit'n as the first limb of para $ imposed
qui+e generally and impose it on a limited class of case, namely,
where a business tenancy ended after 5 1lovember 1972 and the
premises were re-let. To tnis extent, para 4 seemed merely apartial repetition. Further the limited exception in the second
limb is in .erms merely an exception from the first limb of para

and does nothing to exclud.e the wider prohibition of para $.However, to read the two par~waphs literally in this way would
produce an absurd result: an excess attributable to variation inthe terms of a tenancy would escape the prohibition of para 4 onlyto be caught by the prohibition of para ), and so the whole of
para 4 would be nugatory, the first limo as being a partial repe-tition, and the second limb as saving nothing from the prohibitionof the order. Accordingly, I think that para 4 must be read asexcluding para ) to the extent of the overlap. In other words, itis para 3 that imposes the general prohibition, but in'the limitedclass of case covered by para 4, it is para 4 and not para ) that
imposes the operative prohibitions, thus carrying with it theexception. In this way effect is given to the whole of both para-graphs. Such an approach bears at least some relationship to thefamiliar maxim generalia specialibus non derogant. Put formally,



it seems to me that the proper principle to apply if an enact-
ment contains two similar prohibitions, one wide and the other
applying only to a limited class of case wholly within the vide
prohibition, is to treat the w'e prohibition as not applying
to cases within the limited prohibition, especially if the limited
prohibition is made subject to some exception and the wide prohib-
ition is not." (At pp 582-))

15. Those comments are lucid and illuminating. But, says Hrs Paton, they do
not bear upon the point of construction with which ve are faced. We are not in
the realm of prohibitions. The tvo prescriptions before us are, in their nature,
enabling. A claimant vho can bring himself within either vill h"ve laid the
foundation stone of his entitlement to benefit. The prescriptions may overlap.
But (c), so far from derogating from (b), supplements it. A party is not
inhibited from availing himself of a general provision in an enactment merely
because he could equally avail himself of a more specific provision in the
same enactment. Still less is he inhibited from availing himself of a general
provision merely because he is in the contemplation of a specific provision
within which he cannot bring himself. II s Paton pointed to the lengthy prov-.
isions as to the meaning of "factory" set out in section 175 of the Factories
Act 1961. Paragraph (k) of subsection (2) reads:

"(k) any premises in xrhich mechanical power is used in connection
with the making or repair of articles of metal or ;rood incidentally
.o any business carried on by vay of trade or for purposes of gain..."

Paragraph (m) reads:

"(m) any prerrises in which articles are made or prepared incidentally
to the carrying on of build.ing operations or works of engineering
construction, not being premises in which such operations or works
are being carried on....."

One can envisage tvo situations:

(i) premises in which mechanical power is used in connection with
the repair (but not the making or preparation) of articles of metal
incidentally to the carrying on of works of engineering construction;
and

(ii) premises in which mechanical power is used in connection with
the making of articles of metal incidentally to the carrying on of
works of engineering construction — those premises being premises in
which such works are being carried on.

Each situation would appear to fall plainly within the definition in (k).
Neither falls within the definition in (m). Would any court —rhetorically
asks IIrs Paton —hold that (k) could not be invoked because (m) deals speci-
fically with processes incidental to works of engineering construction and. must,
accordingly, be presumed to reflect the totality of the legislature's intentions
in respect of such processes and the premises upon which they are carried on'?

I

16. We consider that the answer to Nrs Paton's question must undoubtedly be
negative. There is a fortuitous similarity between her example and the pres-
criptions with >!hich we are directly concerned. In common with the definitions
of "factory", the occupations prescribed in relation to occupational deafness
have grown up piecemeal over the years —with additions here and amendments there.



e does not seem io us to be any warrant for sayi ng that the insertion (or
ntion) of a specific p ov'sion is intended io derogate (for that is the; y

round in which it has to be put) from a more general provision. In this case
the specific prescription in (b) had its genesis in the iJational Insurance
(Industrial Injuries) (Prescribed Diseases) Amendment ReGulations 1974 [SI 1974
?io 1414]. The more general prescription in (c) had its genesis in the Social
Security (Industrial Injuries) (Prescribed Diseases) Amendment (No 4) Regula: ions
1979 [SI 1979 No 992]. If it had not been intended that (c) should be invoked
by employees in the shipbuilding and ship repairing industries, nothing would
have been simpler than to insert a few words making that clear.

17. Is, then, the prescription in (b) now otiose'? Me think not. A claim
n'hois employed in a shipyard may 'oe al le io bring himself within (b) w.'zen he

is useable to bring himself within (c) . For example, he may 'oe unable to dem-
onstraie that he used a pneuma'.ic percussive tool on metal for at least an
average of one hour per working day; but able io demonstrate thai he used
such a iool sufficiently to bring himself within (b). >le quote from paragrapn
11 of R(I)2/O5:

I t was held in Dec i si.on R(I )1/78 that an occupati on involved the use
of particular tools in a particular way ' the amount of time spent
using them was noi so neglig'ble ihat it oughi to be disregarded.
Two or three ear-splitting bursts per day of noise lasting, ay, two
minuies each would be auite sufficient."

18. Ve cannot, moreover, shut our eyes to tne historical faci that. emplo„ees
in the shipbuilding and ship repairing industries have been favourably re,=ar e"
from the day when occupational deafness was first scheduled a a prescrioed
disease. The original qualifying occupations were confined to emiployees in those
industries and (putting it in general terms) employees in foundries and for„=.in=
shops (see the 1974 Re~mlations referred to above) . It would be strange indeed
if employees in the shipbuilding and ship repairing industries were now found
to be in a less favourable position than all other employees who use, or work
in the immediate vicinity of, tools used on metal.

19. >le hold, accordingly, that the prescription in the first limb of (c) is
not to be construed as exclusive of employees in the shipbuilding and ship
repairing industries. As we have said ( see paragraph 11 anove), it follows
from I'Ir IIilledge' concessions tnat the claimant has brought himself within
that prescription.

20. EJe pass now to tne prescription in (b). Again, a point of general impor ~=ce
is'nvolved. Lest it be thought that, in view of the conclusion which we nave
just expressed, we are now moving into the realm of obiter dicta, we call io r.'d
the words of Lord Simonds in Jacobs v London County Council [1950] AC )61:

"It is not, I thine, always easy to determine how far, when several
issues are raised in a case and a determination of any one of them
is decisive in favour of one or other of the parties, the observa-
tions upon other issues are to 'oe regarded as obiter. That is the
inevitable result of our system. For while it is the primary duiy
of a court of justice to dispense justice to litigants, it is its
traditional role to do so by means of an exposition of the relevant
law. Clearly such a system must be somewhat flexible, with the
result that in some cases judges may be criticized for diverging
into expositions which could by no means be regarded as relevant to
the dispute between the parties; in others other critics may regret
that an opportunity has been missed for making an oracular pronounce-
ment upon some legal problem which has long vexed the profession. 3ut,



however this may be, there is in my opinion no justi fication for
re~wrding as obiter dictum a reason given by a judge for hisdecision, because he has given another reason also. It it werea proper test to ask whether the decision would have been the
same apart from the proposition alleged to be obiter, then a casewhich ex facie decided two things would decide nothing." (At p 369)

Let us hasten to add, however, that we are not on the point of "making anoracul ar pronounc ement" .
21. The local tribunal found that the claimant fell within both the prescrip-tion in (b) and the prescription in (c). It went into the evidence very thor-ouphly and directed itself carefully as to the relevant law. Indeed —if we
may say so — its completion of the relevant form AT 3 might well serve as amodel. We are left in no doubt either as to the (extensive) evidence whichit heard or as to the view which it took of such evidence. That enables usto deal with gratifying brevity with the application of the prescription in (b).Once again, I'Ir Pfilledge confined his submission to a single issue of con-struction. The key phrase is: "....work wholly or mainly in the immediatevicinity of ....etc." If, concedes Idr fL~lledge, the claimant was, whilstin the hut, "in the immediate vicinity of" the pneumatic percussive tools inthe fabrication block, tnen there is no question but that his work was "whollyor mainly" in such vicinity. And he further concedes that in terms of simpledistance the "immediate" vicinity test would be satisfied. But, he urges, theissue is not as simple as that. Between the claimant (whilst in the hut) andthe relevant tools there was a hardboard wall. Can one ever be said to be "inthe immediate vicinity of" something from which one is separated by 'a physicals ructure?

22. JIr I'Iilledge ook us to R(I)7/76 —a decis'on of the then Chief Commissioner.In issue was the construction of what, was then prescription (c) —and is nowreflected in prescription (d):
"(c) work wholly or mainly in the immediate vicinity of drop-forging,plant or forging press plant engaged in the shaping of hot metal."

In the critical periods the claimant had worked.—

(i) in a shop which was )y yards behind a large forging —pressshop, there being a compressor house between the claimant's shopand the forging-press shop; and

(ii) in an area which was a lineal distance of )2 feet from thenearest forging press, the latter being in an adjacent shop sep-arated. by walling and screening.

2). The Chief Commissioner disallowed the claim. First, he rejected theargument that the true test was the measured noise level at a claimant's placeof work:

"It would involve the statutory authorities, at an early stage ofclaim, in receiving technical and medical evidence on the areainvolved, and deciding whether the claimant' presence there carriedwith it a significant or dangerous exposure risk. It would, insubstance, be referring the claimant's working environment, allegedto be in the immediate vicinity of the designated plant, to a testof accoustical definition, which is not what sub-paragraph (c)provides, and which approach was rejected by the Industrial InjuriesAdvisory Council when they considered possible methods for the def-inition of the occupational cover: (see paragraph5461)." (Paragraph 16)



2g. The C!iief Commissioner t!ien went on to set out w!iat hc regarded as thecorrect approach:

"17. Lfhether an occupation involves work in the immediate vicinity
of the des'onated plant ' a questi.on of fact in each case. I
think it is to be answered firstly by ascertaining the location",
that is to say the area within which the designated plants (which
from their nature cover considerable areas) are situated, and the
area of the claimant's activities. The auestion whether the area
of work is in the irirmediate vicinity of the plant then depends in
my opinion on the weignt to be given to the particular circumstances.
The distance at which one area lies from the o.her may itself be
decisive of the question. A second factor m y be the p!iysical sep-aration of one area from the other because of interveninig buildings,
sigTrificant, not because of their possible effect on the transmission
of noise, but because of heir location between the relevant areas,
preventing one from being in the immediate vicinity of the other.
A further factor, as here 'n the c.ase of y2 shop and 2$ shop, may
be the presence of walls and of screening, sub"ianiially diviciing,
enclosing or ciernarking the two areas lying at a distance part,
though under the same factory roof.

18. Such an enclosure of an area where drop-forging or forging press
plant is ope ating, with, no doubt, the necessary facilities for access
and egress, interpos s its structure between that area and other parisof ihe factory. It marks off an" identifies the operational zone of
ihe plani. )within t'!ie area of t .at zone are comprised ihe si.es
occupied. by the plant, and from the nature of .he plant,, a surrounding
area at least sufficient to permit the operatin~ team to have freedom
of movement around the plant, to permit access to it, and to secure's eff icient operation. Such area, within w! ich ancillary apparatuse.g. ring rolls and furnaces may be located, is often considerable.In my view it is a circumstance from which the conclusion may, I do
not say must, be drawn that the immediate vicinity of the plant
does not extend beyond. ihe area enclosed, wnether by walling or byscreens of whaisoever nature, which mark the limits of the a ea
within which the plant is situated, and its op ations take place."
(Our emphasis in boih places.)

2~. ',,'e .".ake no apology for the len~<h of Lice foregoing citation. I says
eve~~ihing which we would wish io say on the issue. It makes clear ihai—

(a) the auestion is one of fact, .o be ciecided in the lighi oz .he
particular circumstances of each case; and

(b) ihe intervention of a physical structure oetween a claimant'
place of work and the desiGnated plant (or, as in the present case,
tools) is a significant factor of vrhicn accoun ~ rriust be tak n-
bui is in no way decisive of the question.

It, must be stressed, however, ihat at the date of H(I)7/76 drop-forging plant
and forg'ng press plant were the only items in respect of which the prescriptionsused the phrase "in the immediate vicinity of". As the Chief Commissioner madeclear, such plant, with its ancillaries, frequently occupies a considerable areaof its o~!n — and. that area will often, accordingly, be definitive of "the
immediate vicinity" . !!ow that pneumatic percussive tools are in contemplation,that approach will not always be appropriate — for the "area" proper to suchtools may be nothing more than a wor!-bench plus a ) feet, perimeter.



26. In the present case we can find no reason for dissenting~ from the con-
clu™ion reached unanimously by the local tribunal. The intervention of the
hardboard wall of the hut is certainly a significant, factor — and the local
tribunal obviously regarded it as such (as, indeed, have we ourselves). Butit hoes not, in our view, outweigh the pure distance factor —which, as the
Chief Commissioner said, "may itself be decisive of the question".

27. It follows that the adjudication officer' appeal is disallowed.

(Sig ed):. Boderic I:owen
Commissioner

(Signed) I:I.J. Goodman
Commissioner

(Signed) J. I'Iitchell
Commissioner

Date: 20 March 1985


